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On July 10, 2014, when the United Auto Workers (UAW) Local 42 was officially announced, many Americans were introduced for the first time to an old labor practice: members-only unions.¹

Local 42 was formed at the Volkswagen plant in Chattanooga, Tennessee, after the UAW was defeated in “one of the most closely watched unionization votes in decades,”² which many on both sides staked out as a symbol of labor’s prospects in the South. Typically, after facing such an election loss, most union organizers either regroup for another election, or simply walk away. In the case of Local 42, the UAW chose a largely forgotten third option: forming a nonexclusive, members-only union.

Members-only unions, like the name implies, are unions that comprise only a portion of the employees in a workplace, rather than including all workers in the bargaining unit. Workers who do not wish to be members do not have to join, and in turn, the union does not have to provide non-member employees with any services. In fact, by law, a members-only union can only represent those who have joined, as opposed to representing all employees as in a traditional bargaining unit. They are not as powerful as a bargaining unit that results from an election, but in some circumstances they are the easier—and sometimes the only—option.

While the concept is new to many, the practice of members-only unionism preceded passage of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 1935.³ In his seminal book on the history of members-only unionism, Charles Morris shows that, before the NLRA and its judicial interpretations institutionalized a preference for union elections, a significant percentage of workers bargained through members-only unions.⁴ For instance, in a November 1933 statistical study of 3,314 companies employing 2,585,740 wage earners, approximately 31.1 percent of companies engaged in bargaining with either a company union or independent union. Morris shows that over 18 percent of this group bargained with unions on a nonexclusive, members-only basis.⁵ However, following the passage of the NLRA—and the attendant right of union elections and exclusive representation based on majority support—the practice of members-only unionism quickly diminished.

While under the law workers can still form members-only unions, there has been an ongoing debate as to whether the NLRA provides them the right to bargain with their employers on a members-only basis. Morris argues persuasively that the text and history of the NLRA, as well as congressional intent, point strongly to such a bargaining right. However, in 2006, the United Steelworkers tested Morris’s theory in the Dick’s Sporting Goods case, and the General Counsel’s Division of Advice issued a memorandum concluding that the Board should not issue a complaint because nonexclusive unions did not have a right to bargain. Therefore, the National Labor Relations Board never had an opportunity to consider the case, and has still not yet fully considered this question.⁶
The legal issue of employees' bargaining rights in a members-only setting has stood in limbo since then, with a variety of scholarly articles addressing what legal rights workers in members-only unions may or may not have, and the possible future successes of such unions. This question is certain to become more important in the upcoming years. In 2014, Wisconsin became the nation’s twenty-fifth right-to-work state—which means that, in any of these states, if a union is the exclusive representative of all workers in the bargaining unit, any worker can choose not to pay any union dues. And in the upcoming term, the U.S. Supreme Court will hear *Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association*, which considers whether union security clauses in public sector contracts violate the First Amendment. If the Supreme Court rules the way that many expect, all public-sector workers will be under right-to-work, which could serve to defund public-sector unions. Such developments make organizing and maintaining a union more difficult, and so if voluntary payment of dues becomes the norm, then some unions may choose the voluntary nature of members-only unions.

What is often lost in many of the discussions on workers’ rights is that members-only unions are not a theoretical construct or historical remnant. In fact, beyond UAW Local 42, a variety of public and private-sector locals have operated on a members-only basis for many years, with varying degrees of success. For example, the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) has approximately 120,000 members in members-only unions spread across Texas, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Virginia.

Most of the existing members-only unions are located in southern states, because legal conditions in those states such as right-to-work laws make it difficult to organize a majority union. Similarly, most members-only unions are public-sector unions, because many states that are inhospitable to labor can easily pass laws that limit collective bargaining rights in the public sector. However, there are members-only unions in the private sector and in other geographic locations as well.

Based on numerous interviews with those involved with members-only unions, this report presents several case studies—one southern private-sector union, one northern private-sector union, and one southern public-sector union—in order to demonstrate the various benefits and hurdles of members-only unionism. It reveals that the problems exclusive-representative unions face are felt far more acutely in the members-only context. Because almost all members-only unions work outside of the confines of a contract, successful unions must be in constant communication with the membership to find out about issues at work and must address them in creative fashions. And because employers will not usually meet with a members-only union, let alone bargain a contract, success in this context is defined differently—comprised mainly of retaining a significant membership and winning discrete battles in the workplace.
Case Studies

*Texas Workers Alliance*

The Texas Workers Alliance (TWA) is a members-only union in the San Antonio, Texas area, whose membership consists of non-teaching staff, such as custodians, bus drivers, secretaries, and clerks at area public schools.

There are a number of factors in Texas that are conducive to the formation of members-only unions. Both public-employee and private-employee unions in Texas must operate under right-to-work. Public employees (excluding police and firefighters) also have the additional disadvantage of being banned from collectively bargaining over wages, hours, or conditions of employment. Without the ability to bargain these essential issues, it can make it hard for traditional unions to attract members and fight for better working conditions. Some unions such as the AFT, however, are able to offer their members-only workers essential services such as occupational liability insurance and a measure of legal defense protection. But for other unions in Texas, the benefits to joining may be less tangible, while the fear of retaliation from the employer remains acute.

Texas is not alone in banning of collective bargaining for groups of public employees. North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and Virginia each ban collective bargaining rights for some combination of teachers, police, and firefighters. Furthermore, other states such as Wisconsin and Idaho have recently limited collective bargaining rights of certain public employees. However, in Texas, the same set of 1947 laws that limited collective bargaining also included two provisions that inadvertently provided a path for some form of public-sector organization and collective bargaining. The first “intended as merely a reiteration for public employees of the state’s ‘right-to-work’ law, was couched in language which protected both the right of nonmembership as well as membership in a labor organization—language which was later to be used to protect the right of public employees to organize.” And the second protected public employees’ rights to “present grievances concerning their wages, hours of work, or conditions of work individually or through a representative that does not claim the right to strike.” The Texas Workers Alliance has utilized this peculiar legal situation in Texas to build a functioning members-only union and gain certain concessions in the workplace through the right to grieve.

The Texas Workers Alliance was formed in 2011 by Guillermo Vazquez with the hopes of eventually building a union that had majority support and served as the exclusive representative of all workers in the bargaining unit. The TWA began without charging any dues, and only began collecting dues in April of 2012. Within the first few months of its formation,
it had 493 members, which represents slightly more than 10 percent of the target bargaining unit. At its peak, it organized 14 percent of the workforce. However, with membership numbers fluctuating quickly and few legal protections, Vazquez has described the union as “constantly fighting for our lives.”

At first the employer (the Northside Independent School District) did not interfere with the union, because it did not know what to make of it. But approximately fourteen months after its formation, the employer began to get hostile toward the TWA. It stifled communication between the union and its membership by no longer allowing TWA to meet at the workplace, forcing the union to organize during off-work hours in off-site locations. Members now engage by regularly attending issue meetings, but attendance at general membership meetings is less robust. In order to foster such engagements, the Texas Workers Alliance provides continuous leadership training seminars and devotes resources to education and a monthly newsletter. The TWA has established itself as an important source of information for many of the workers concerning workplace issues.

Because it is a members-only union, the TWA cannot collectively bargain for wages and other terms of employment, and the employer has taken the position that it is not legally required to bargain with it about any issues. In response, the union has utilized the group grievance process as a proxy for bargaining. Group grievances typically involve at least five employees, and often many more. They are filed with the school district, and have proven more successful than individual grievances because the group nature illustrates that they involve issues important to many employees. The filers of group grievances often make presentations to the public, elected officials, and the media, highlighting how the issues involved are of concern to a large segment of the workforce. Also, as a practical matter, Vazquez has found that “individually, it's much harder for them to stand up on an issue.”

The Texas Workers Alliance has successfully filed group grievances on issues as diverse as shift scheduling, air conditioning in the workplace, mileage pay, bidding procedures for scheduling based on a point system, promotion procedures based on a point system, and payroll issues. Though these group grievances provide members of the Texas Workers Alliance some voice in the workplace, it is limited by the lack of any legal requirements that the school district process the grievances expeditiously. According to Vazquez's count, most grievances sit for two to five months before the school district even responds. Many of these grievances have taken years to win.

Though the Texas Workers Alliance has been able to organize a significant percentage of the workforce and has won some tangible gains, the membership figures can fluctuate quickly, and it has not been able to raise enough in dues to be sustainable. Furthermore, a bill banning dues checkoff for public employees has recently been introduced in the state legislature. Such a bill would ban contracts between employers and unions that automatically deduct union dues from
employee paychecks, and if passed would make the running of the Texas Workers Alliance too costly. Therefore, the Texas Workers Alliance is currently in a process of reorganization, with a steering committee of members taking over the union’s leadership.

**Carolina Auto, Aerospace and Machine Workers Union**

In North Carolina, the state laws, the political class, and the business community are often openly hostile toward unions. The result is that the state boasts the lowest union membership rate in the nation, at 1.9 percent. Indeed, eastern North Carolina, which is known as the “Black Belt” for its majority African-American workforce, is pockmarked with major failed union campaigns from the 1980s and 1990s. In 1984, 1988, 1993, and 1995, the UAW, ACTWU, and UNITE lost close elections at manufacturing plants at Genbearco, Standard Products, and Safelite Auto Glass. Very few unions have been able to establish a real presence in North Carolina.

However, the UE Local 150 affiliate, the Carolina Auto, Aerospace and Machine Workers Union (CAAMWU)—located in Nash County, North Carolina, and consisting of workers at the Cummins Rocky Mountain Engine Plant—has been a strong members-only union for over twenty-five years.

The CAAMWU was in essence started in 1981, just about ten years prior to their official founding, when a group called Black Workers for Justice (BWJ) began forming organizing committees in the region. The BWJ had a joint commitment to civil rights and union power, which was rooted in North Carolina’s long history of “civil rights unionism.” It worked closely with community groups, and placed labor issues in a broader context of civil and political rights. The CAAMWU grew out of a BWJ organizing committee in 1990. Its first major campaign was an effort to establish a paid holiday at the plant for Martin Luther King Jr. Day. After eight months of petitioning and organizing, successfully won a paid vacation day on Martin Luther King Day for the workers, who are a majority African American. After the presentation of the petition to establish a paid holiday on Martin Luther King day, the plant’s director of human resources called a meeting of all managers to ask how it occurred that so many workers had signed. In a 2012 interview, CAAMWU president Jim Wrenn explained why the company was so concerned: “His point was that any worker that would sign a petition for a Martin Luther King holiday would sign a union card.” In 1994, after the UAW declined to represent a members-only union, CAAMWU affiliated with the United Electrical Workers (UE). It received its charter as part of UE Local 150 in 2003.

The CAAMWU works closely with community groups and gets involved in local political issues that affect its membership. In 1993, the CAAMWU collaborated with community groups to support a slate of candidates for the town council, ran voter registration drives, and helped elect the first ever majority African-American town council in
Whatakers, North Carolina. More recently, in 2013, CAAMWU helped push a bill in Charlotte that allowed city workers to choose automatic union dues deductions—part of their ongoing larger effort to have the city pass a City Workers Bill of Rights. Mariya Strauss, an authority on workplace issues, observed that that “with no contract, no majority, no ability to require workers to join the union, and a reserve labor force of temps, the workers of CAAMWU/UE Local 150 have achieved a degree of solidarity, activism, and community alliances that would be the envy of unions in more union-friendly regions of the country.

Over the past twenty-five years, this members-only union has won a number of significant victories, including worker reinstatement, union newsletter distribution, better inclement weather policies, unemployment benefits, and wage raises. In 2009, they suffered a blow when 179 workers—many of whom were union members—were terminated, but they have since rebounded. Recently, in July 2014, CAAMWU won a major, across-the-board pay raise for technicians and skilled workers after fighting an unfair pay scale policy that provided raises to skilled workers but not technicians.

The number of workers who are part of CAAMWU is unclear, but the support in the plant for the union is greater than the number of dues-paying members. Union petitions concerning workplace issues have received anywhere from 200 to 500 signatures, which is a large percentage of the workers at the plant and a significantly higher number than the dues-paying members. The number of workers is sufficient to keep the union functioning and alive, and Jim Wrenn, president of CAAMWU, has said that significant growth often follows major campaigns, such as a 2004 lawsuit over bonuses. Workers have expressed fear about becoming union members because they worry about getting fired, but they see the positive effect of CAAMWU has had in their workplace and find petition-signing less threatening to their employment than formally joining the union.

Petitions are a principle way for CAAMWU to raise awareness in the workplace, increase membership, and demonstrate their strength to the company. Following the 1990 Martin Luther King Day win, the CAAMWU began what it has referred to as a “petition tradition.” (Concerted activities such as organizing and presenting petitions over workplace issues are protected under the NLRA without regard to whether the workers are members of a majority union.) Petitions are supported by wearing stickers which help increase visibility in the workplace, and in many cases community groups have aided the union by providing additional outside pressure on Cummins, the plant's owner. Successful petition actions by the CAAMWU have included holiday hour issues and worker reinstatements, sometimes on behalf of non-members. In these cases, non-members have witnessed the value of the union first-hand and often later joined as dues paying members. Therefore, even though the workers do not have bargaining rights with the employer, the petitions allow them to present issues important to them en masse, while still retaining the protections of the NLRA.
In addition to petitions, the CAAMWU publishes a union newsletter that Wrenn described as their “most important asset” because it informs workers about new company policies, calls out the company when it misrepresents facts and issues to workers, publishes pay scales, advertises actions that the union is taking, and supports legislation and political movements in the greater world of labor issues. As Steve Bader, a UE International representative who works with UE Local 150, stated, “education is a tactic in itself. . . . without it people don’t know that workers at Cummins plants . . . who have a union contract are getting better pay, and not just better pay, better conditions.” A system of shop stewards, who are workers trained to watch for problems in the workplace, helps the union identify and address issues as they arise.

CAAMWU also helps individual workers go through the grievance process and has, in some cases, won reinstatement for workers who have been fired. The union files unfair labor practice charges with the NLRB and has gone to court to win promised bonuses. In one such case, the union extended its members-only policy, which encourages active participation, to an employment lawsuit. Rather than file a class action on behalf of all the workers, they opened up the suit to any worker who paid a nominal fee of $25 for legal representation. This members-only approach increases participation and solidarity, which are essential for running a members-only union. Bader points out that despite the significant disadvantages of the members-only approach, “one of the few advantages we have about not having any laws [concerning members-only unions]. . . . we’re not forced to represent everybody if they’re not members.” In this right-to-work state, the members-only union model mitigates the free-rider problem that a majority union would likely face and creates internal incentives to keep the membership active in the union.

CAAMWU has made the members-only model look like a successful tactic many times in their long duration. They have created long-term, dedicated leadership that has helped keep the union on course, even in difficult times, such as the mass-layoff in 2009. This creates continuity and consistently improves application of the model, allowing for the union to improve and build upon successes. They have also consistently raised issues that mattered to workers. From a just pay scale to a vacation day that had particular community significance, there are always problems at the plant, and the union focuses on those flaws to draw attention to the importance of the union, and as Wrenn says, they “win often enough that workers know there is value in this union.” Wrenn also emphasized that even when the employer does not meet with the union, there is always a conversation of sorts at play: “Cummins is always trying to counter what we’re doing, they take us very seriously.” The presence of a strong members-only union contains an implicit threat to the employer: any misstep can lead to increased membership and eventual majority status. Therefore, the employer must always react when the union makes public demands, even if those demands are not in the context of formal bargaining.

The CAAMWU relationship with UE demonstrates how valuable and important an affiliation can be. UE has strongly embraced the members-only union model as an organizing strategy, and has even given these unions full membership, meaning they can vote and participate in the national conventions. This has made unions like CAAMWU feel like an
equal partner in a larger movement and not like a temporary and insignificant part of the organization.

It is important to recognize, however, that CAAMWU is clear proof that members-only unions can take a long time to become majority unions, even though that is usually their end goal. CAAMWU has won battles and brought important issues to workers for twenty-five years, and still does not have a majority. That does not mean the members-only method is not valuable, it just means that it can be an extraordinarily long-term commitment, which requires preparation and experience on the part of the affiliated union. After this many years, it seems clear that CAAMWU can claim to be one of the oldest and most successful members-only unions in the country.

**UE Local 601: Grove City, Pennsylvania**

UE has built on its success with CAAMWU by using the members-only model in several other places. One recent example that has the distinction of being a private-sector, members-only union in a northern, non-right-to-work state, was chartered in August 2013 in Grove City, Pennsylvania at a General Electric (GE) plant.

GE has one of the most successful union avoidance strategies, and UE has been trying to organize at Grove City for a long time. For this reason, the members-only model seemed like an ideal means to get their foot in the door when the traditional NLRB election route did not seem feasible. The interest in having a union partially stemmed from the institution of a two-tier wage system, which paid new hires a dramatically lower wage than current employees. This has proved to be a long-term issue that has resonance with a large portion of the workers, both those who are paid the lower wage and those who see it as a discriminatory practice.\(^{36}\) UE has also included Local 601 at the table for national negotiations with GE, even though GE has refused to recognize them, and this has reaffirmed UE's commitment to members-only unions and Grove City in particular.

Much like CAAMWU, Grove City is not inclined to release information about the size of its membership because they say they do not want to give GE any information that might provide extra leverage. Part of the strength of a members-only union is the uncertainty among the employer about how much support the union has at any given moment. The employer must be careful in treating workers unfairly or instituting unpopular policies for fear that it will encourage workers to join the union. However, the union's ability to keep the employer in line through its mere presence can also bolster the union's credibility. Employers have become skilled at running anti-union campaigns during a union-organizing drive, but they cannot maintain a permanent union-avoidance strategy. Members-only unions take advantage of this reality, educating the workforce about any employer misstep and promoting any successes.\(^{37}\)

Grove City emphasizes education as one of its most important tactics. Local president, Steve Gallagher, and recording secretary, Fred Harris, explained that many workers felt unions were simply an outside force invading the workplace that
did not provide much benefit. Much of the efforts by Gallagher and Harris have been directed at convincing Grove City workers that a members-only union like theirs works from the ground up. They typically demonstrate this through leafleting, education, and having designated days where all workers wear shirts of the same color to show solidarity. The union has also filed unfair labor practices with the NLRB and helps workers navigate the informal grievance process with GE.36

Grove City has seen some genuine success as a members-only union, even if it cannot point to a track record that is as long or as clear as the one for CAAMWU. They have shepherded workers through the claim-filing process and built up a membership that appears to be reliable. Harris acknowledged “we’re still in the learning process,”39 but they do have UE on their side and that relationship is strong. As Gallagher put it, “I’ve been a member of different unions. . . . I just think that UE, the way they approach the business, is from the members up, and I just think we need to educate our people to understand that we run the union, and once they understand that they will have the confidence . . . to take the vote to the NLRB.”40

UE Local 601 will face significant challenges, though. GE has strong union avoidance strategies that have been extraordinarily effective throughout all their plants—whatever union concessions are granted in other plants, they also give to all non-union workers. This has the intended effect of trying to convince the workforce that joining a union has no benefits.41 However, a strong union education program, one that shows how in fact it is the union’s actions that are benefiting all workers, can help counter such an approach.

Hurdles for Members-only Unions

There are some clear disadvantages to using a members-only organizing model. The largest of these issues is the fact that most employers are unlikely to ever recognize a union they are not legally required to, and though there are strong arguments that the NLRA requires employers to bargain with members-only unions, the current NLRB interpretation runs contrary to these arguments. Avoiding collective bargaining is a prime motivation of many employers, and they will not voluntarily work with a members-only union to any significant degree. The employers in the above case studies, according to Steve Gallagher and Fred Harris, like to believe that these unions “don’t have a working relationship with the company”42 and therefore employers can “pretend we don’t exist,”43 denying any of their accomplishments, and refusing to meet with them. This makes any actions the unions take perennially combative and extends the time it takes to achieve results, if they are achieved at all. Members-only unions retain some legal protections—they can still file with the NLRB for unfair labor practices and are protected in taking concerted action—and they use these protections to full effect. However, the NLRA protections afforded them are insufficient to establish a relationship with the employer.
This problem is unlikely to change since there is a lack of legal support for the members-only model. The NLRB in recent years has ruled several times against the interests of members-only unions. In 2004, they reversed a previous decision about Weingarten rights, which allow union workers to have a co-worker present at any meeting with the employer that may form the basis for disciplinary action. Additionally, in 2006, they refused to issue a complaint in favor of a members-only union at a Dick's Sporting Goods. With a complete lack of governmental support for this model, it seems unlikely that the NLRB will reinterpret the NLRA to require employers to recognize members-only unions.

In the off chance that members-only unions were granted bargaining rights, they would still find themselves at a disadvantage compared to exclusive bargaining representatives, because they would only speak for some portion of the bargaining unit. The members-only union would have to have an engaged, educated, and committed membership in order to gain concessions through collective bargaining. The same issues that any majority union faces in the workplace are felt more acutely in a members-only context.

Under these conditions, membership is also hard to retain. Even in majority unions, in right-to-work states many workers opt not to pay dues even though they get benefits from negotiated contracts. In members-only unions, workers may be unsure if benefits are attainable at all without recognition, and this may further deter some from joining and paying dues. An additional struggle is that employers do not take dues out of workers’ paychecks, so organizers must collect the dues by hand, which is difficult and time consuming.

In fact, the entire process of organizing members-only unions is very time consuming, and organizers are forced to use only their personal time to build the union. These are often workers who have full-time-plus shifts, as well as personal obligations, who then must spend hours staring at spreadsheets, calling members to collect dues, and running the general administration of the union. It takes a special kind of leader to be able to dedicate that much time and energy, particularly for the kind of long-term commitment a members-only union requires. Building that leadership and level of dedication is one of the principal struggles of any members-only union built from the ground up.

The leadership among workers is not the only long-term commitment required. Affiliation with a national union for legal, organizing, and financial support can be essential—however, it must be a union that either has experience with this method or has the patience to learn. Unions that use this method and expect to quickly achieve a majority in an NLRB election may find themselves disappointed, and this mindset is something to avoid. As Jim Wrenn said after twenty-five years in the leadership of CAAMWU, “what we don’t want to do is have an election prematurely and lose.” It can undermine or destroy any progress that has been achieved. UE has done a good job of learning from experiences and spreading the model within its organization, and other unions would do well to follow their example.
Benefits of the Members-only Union Model

Despite the significant hurdles and challenges that members-only unions face, there are major benefits to unions and workers utilizing this approach.

One benefit to the members-only approach is in order to survive, these unions must be built upon activism, involvement, and democratic governance. While weak members-only unions lose their membership and disappear, strong members-only unions have developed through the robust process of grass roots organizing and recruiting, tapping into already formed workplace and community networks. Further, in order to remain in existence, a members-only union must keep the membership engaged, educated, and active. The widespread use of these tactics would invariably make labor stronger, whether the members-only unions become majority unions or not. So, while the resources and time-intensive nature of members-only unions may initially seem as reasons why many workers forego this approach, they should actually serve as reasons for labor to pick up the challenge.

Even if a majority union is still far in the future, members-only unions often make workers’ lives markedly better. Many workplace rules and protections—from the minimum wage to overtime rules to workplace safety laws—are ignored by too many American employers. Though federal and state governments have recently been waking up to this fact, and trying to monitor and enforce laws better, nothing is as effective as having informed and organized workers address these issues themselves. Members-only unions may be unable to negotiate a contract, but they serve as a valuable resource to workers by establishing a system of shop stewards and education centers for workers. They are able to identify, draw attention to, and often remedy illegal or unfair conduct by employers.

The members-only approach can also serve as an important step—albeit usually a multiyear step—in forming an exclusive bargaining union in hostile jurisdictions. Over the past few decades, employers have developed extremely efficient and effective anti-union tactics that target NLRB elections by intimidating employees in a concentrated form during the election process. One of the largest benefits of a members-only union is that it does not have a process that is particularly easy to target. Once a members-only union becomes established in the workplace, it is much harder to undermine it or put consistent pressure on it for years at a time. Employers can ignore it and refuse to work with it, but will not be able to as successfully shut down their activities. But even in ignoring the union, employers have to be wary about taking actions that the union can seize upon to rally workers. Employers in these situations must always be wary that their actions will help the members-only union become a majority union. Therefore, by their very existence, these unions often better the workplace.
Conclusion

As a result of anti-union laws and extreme employer and governmental opposition, organizing a union and collectively bargaining with an employer are virtually impossible tasks for many workers in many regions of the country. The members-only model that has existed in this country for over a century, and continues to exist in many of these labor deserts, may provide a way forward.

Though few members-only unions have been able to get collective bargaining agreements (CBA) on behalf of their members, they do provide appreciable benefits in the workplace. They provide a structure for worker solidarity and collective action; a means of accessing some of the protections of the NLRA; an inroad for labor in inhospitable territory; a framework for workers to advocate and organize local political change; and a means of disseminating information. Additionally, though members-only unions often appear as a hybrid between more traditional exclusive-bargaining unions and worker centers, they are unions. Their goals—even if not often reached—are to organize and negotiate on behalf of their memberships. For these reasons alone, major unions should employ the model as both a path to majority and as a beachhead in hostile parts of the country.

Furthermore, a simple change in the law, or legal interpretation of the NLRA could significantly change these unions ability to get CBAs. Though many legal scholars have debated the question of whether employers must bargain with members-only unions, neither the NLRB, nor the courts, nor Congress has fully considered the issue. If the law were changed or interpreted to require bargaining, members-only unions would have a clearer path to contracts and majority.
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